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Abstract — The aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of thermal radiation and heat transfer on two
dimensional unsteady flow of viscous, incompressible fluid on a continuous stretching surface embedded in porous
medium under the influence of transverse magnetic field and the presence of heat source or shrink. Roseland’s
approximation is used to model the radiative heat transfer. The governing boundary layer equation containing
permeability parameter, magnetic field parameter, source or shrink parameter, Prandlt number, and unsteadiness
parameter are transferred to ordinary differential equations by using suitable similarity variables. These equations
are solved by applying Nechtshein-Swinger shooting iteration technique together with Runge -Kutta fourth order
scheme. The velocity profile, the skin friction-co-efficient and the rate of heat transfer are computed, discussed and
have been graphically represented for various value of different parameter.
Keywords- - Boundary layer, Unsteady flow, Stretching surface, Porous medium, Thermal Radiation, Heat source or
sink.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flow of incompressible viscous fluid and heat
transfer phenomena over stretching sheets  have
received great attention during the last decades
owning to the abundance of practical application in
the chemical and manufacturing process such as
aerodynamics, extrusion of plastic sheets, continuous
casting of metals, glass fibers and paper production.
The study of Magneto hydrodynamics flow and Heat
transfer of an electrically conducting fluid has
attracted the interest of many researchers due to
extensive industrial application. The study of
hydrodynamic flow of an electrically conducting fluid
caused by the deformation of the wall of a vessel
containing a fluid is of considerable interest in a
modern metallurgical and metal-working process.
The boundary layer flow passing a stretching
plane surface in presence of a uniform magnetic field
has practical relevance in polymer processes. Crane
(1970) was the first to consider the boundary layer
flow caused by a stretching sheet which moves with a
velocity varying linearly with the distance from a
fixed point. The heat transfer aspect of this problem
was investigated by Carragher and Crane (1982),
under the conditions when the temperature difference
between the surface and the ambient fluid is
proportional to a power of the distance from a fixed
point. Magyari and Keller (1999) investigated the
steady boundary layers on an exponentially stretching
continuous surface with an exponential temperature
distribution. Takher et al. (2001) investigated the
unsteady magneto hydrodynamic flow due to the
impulsive motion of a stretching sheet and reported
that the surface heat transfer increase upto a certain
portion of time, beyond that it decreases.
There are many situations where the flow and heat
transfer are unsteady due to sudden stretching of a
sheet. Pop and Na (1996) analyzed the steady flow
past a wall which starts impulsively to stretch from
rest, they found that unsteady flow would approach
the steady flow situation after long passage of time.
Heat transfer of an unsteady boundary layer flow over
stretching sheets has been studied by Elbashbeshy
and Bazid (2004). They reported that thermal
boundary layer thickness and momentum boundary
layer thickness decrease with unsteadiness parameter,
on the other hand the effect of thermal radiation and
boundary layer flow and heat transfer problem can be
quite significant at high operating temperature. In
view of this Elbashbeshy et al. (2004) and Hossain et
al.(1999) have studied thermal radiation of gray fluid
which is emitting and absorbing radiation in non
scattering medium. The unsteady viscous flow over a
continuous shrinking surface with mass transfer has
been studied by Fang et al. (2009). Ali et al. (2007)
have studied the problem of unsteady fluid and heat
induced by submerged stretching surface.
The study of magneto-hydrodynamic has
important applications, and may be used to deal with
problems such as cooling of nuclear reactors by liquid
sodium and induction flow meter, which depends on
the potential difference in the fluid in the direction
perpendicular to the motion and to the magnetic field
(Ganesan & Palani 2004). At high operating
temperature, radiation effect can be quite significant.
Many processes in engineering areas occur at high
temperatures and knowledge of radiation heat transfer
becomes very important for the design of pertinent
equipment (Seddeek 2002).
In this paper our concern is to investigate two
dimensional unsteady viscous incompressible fluids
on a continuous stretching surface embedded in
porous media under the influence of transverse
magnetic field, thermal radiation and heat source or
sink
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II.   FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The viscous, incompressible ,two dimensional flow of
an electrically conducting fluid on a continuous
stretching surface embedded in a porous medium, is
considered in the influence of transverse magnetic
field in the presence of thermal radiation. The x-axis
is taken along the continuous surface in the direction
of motion with the slot as the origin and y- axis is
perpendicular to it.
Figure 1.Physical model of the problem
The sheet has a surface temperature and
velocity = , where and are positive
constant with (time) , b is initial stretching rate
and , is the effective stretching rate which is
increasing with time t. The viscous dissipation, joule
heating effect and induced magnetic field are
neglected. Following the approach of Elbashbeshy, E.
M. A., et al. (2011), the governing equation of
continuity, momentum and energy under above
assumptions reduces to:+ = 0 (1)+ + =  − −  (2)+ + = − +( − ∞) (3)
With the boundary conditions:= ( , ), = 0, = ( , ) at = 0
(4)= 0, = ∞ at = ∞ (5)
Where and are velocity component in x and y
direction respectively, is the time,  is the
kinematic viscosity,  is the permeability, is the
temperature inside the boundary layer, is the
thermal conductivity, is the density, is the
specific heat at constant pressure , Q is the heat
source when Q > 0 or heat sink when Q < 0, Tw is the
surface temperature, is the free stream
temperature and is  the radiative heat flux which
using  the Rosseland approximation for radiation
[Chen. et al (2008)] expressed as,
where is mean absorption co-efficient and is the
Stefen Boltzman constant. It is assumed that the
temperature difference within the flow sufficiently
small such that can be expressed as a linear
function of temperature which after expanding  using
Taylor’s series about and neglecting the higher
order term, reduces to
Hence the change in radiative flux with respect to
has been obtained as,
(6)
and equation ( 3) reduces to
(7)
The equation of continuity is satisfied if a stream
function  is chosen such that
and
By introducing the following dimensionless co-
ordinate variable viz;
(1 )
b yt    (8)
( , ) ( )1
bx y xft
   (9)
(10)
2 3
1
2 (1 )w
bT T x t     (11)
where  is the similarity variable,  is the stream
function,  is the dimensionless temperature and f
is the dimensionless stream function.
The above momentum and energy equations using
equation (8) to (11) are made free from dimension &
reduces to
 2 1 02f ff f A f f M N f
              
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(12)
 41 2 3 03 2r
AP f f sR      
                 
(13)
with the boundary condition
at 0 
at   
(14)
where dash represent differentiation with respect to 
and is the steadiness parameter,
is magnetic parameter,
is the permeability
parameter, is the radiation parameter,
is the  Prandtl number,
is the dimensional heat source or sink, is the
dynamic viscosity, is the local
Reynolds’s number based on the stretching velocity
and .
The skin friction co-efficient and the Nusselt
number are two important physical quantity and
are defined as
,
(15)
where the skin friction and heat transfer from the
sheet are given by
, (16)
By using equation (15) and (16), the skin friction co-
efficient and the Nusselt number reduces to
To assess the accuracy of the present method,
comparison with previously reported data available in
the literature has been made. It is clear from Table 1
that the numerical values of in the present
paper for
and are in good agreement with results
published by Grubka et al (1994), Ali et al (1994),
Ishak et al (2009). From table 1 it is clear that the
scheme used in this paper is stable and accurate.
Table 1. Comparison of for
and
Present
paper
Grubka et
al (1985)
Ali et al
(1994)
Ishak et al
(2009)
1.0014 1.0000 1.0054 1.0000
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In order to solve the set of non linear differential
equations (12) and (13) subjected to the boundary
condition (14), the most efficient numerical shooting
technique with Runge Kutta scheme is been used
where it is most important to choose the appropriate
finite values of   .The solution process is
repeated with another large value of until two
successive values of and up to the
desired significant value. The last value of is
chosen as appropriate value of the limit   for
that particular set of parameters.  The ordinary
differential equation (12) and (`13) were first
converted into a set of five first-order simultaneous
equations. To solve this system five initial conditions
are required but there are only three initial conditions,
and on and one initial condition
on . Still there are two initial conditions
and are required, which are not
prescribed. However the values of  f  and
   are known at  . Shooting technique
has been employed to find the two unknown initial
values utilizing these two ending boundary
conditions. After finding the required boundary
conditions, the problem has been solved numerically
using Runge-Kutta scheme.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Figure-2 shows the variation of fluid velocity for
different value of for the fixed value of
and s . From this figures it has been
noted that the velocity decreases with increasing
value of the unsteadiness parameter .
Figure-3 & 4 represent the variation of fluid velocity
for different value of and for the fixed value of
other parameter and from this figures it has been
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noted that the velocity decreases with increasing
value and .
Figure-6 shows the temperature profiles for different
value of source and sink parameter for the fixed
value of and . From this figures it
has been noted that the temperature increases with
increasing value of source and sink parameter .
Figure-5, 7 & 8 show the temperature profiles for
different value of and for the fixed value of
other parameters. From this figures we note that
temperature decreases with increasing value
and .
A = 0.1, 0.8 ,1.5
0 1 2 3 4 50.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
f
Fig 2. Velocity profiles f’(ƞ) for various value of A
with Pr=10, R=0.3, N=0.1, M=1, s=-0.5
N 0.1, 0.5, 0.9
0 1 2 3 4 50.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
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Fig 3. Velocity profiles f’ (ƞ) for various value of N
with A=0.8, Pr=10, R=0.3, M=1, s=-0.5
M = 0.5, 1, 1.5
0 1 2 3 4 50.0
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Fig 4.Velocity profiles f’ (ƞ) for various value of M
with A= 0.8, Pr=10, R=0.3, N=0.1, s=-0.5
A = 0.1, 0.8, 1.5
0 1 2 3 4 50.0
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Fig 5. Temperature profiles θ(ƞ) for various value
of A with Pr=10, R=0.3, M=1, N=0.1 s=-0.5
s = - 0.5, - 0.2, 0
0 1 2 3 4 50.0
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Fig 6. Temperature profiles θ(ƞ) for various value
of s with A=0.8, Pr=10, R=0.3, M=1, N=0.1 s=-0.5
R = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5
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Fig 7. Temperature profiles θ (ƞ) for various value
of R with A=0.8, Pr=10, M=1, N=0.1 s=-0.5
Pr = 6 , 8, 10
0 1 2 3 4 50.0
0.2
0.4
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Fig 8. Temperature profiles θ (ƞ) for various value
of Pr with A=0.8,R=0.3, M=1, N=0.1 s= -0.5
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Table 2. Results of skin friction coefficient
and the local Nusselt number for different
values of unsteadiness parameter for fixed value of
and
0.1 0.8 1.5
 ) 1.4740875 1.64152553 1.79673421
 ) 0.2280604 1.04643758 1.59195262
Table 3. Results of skin friction coefficient
and the local Nusselt number for different
values of permeability parameter for fixed value
of and
0.1 0.5 0.9
 ) 1.6415255 1.7593624 1.8697391
 ) 1.0464375 1.0644277 1.0802001
Table 4. Results of skin friction coefficient
and the local Nusselt number for different
values of magnetic parameter for fixed value of
and
0.5 1 1.5
 ) 1.4809636 1.6415255 1.7875998
 ) 1.0197220 1.0464375 1.0685571
Table 5. Results of skin friction coefficient
and the local Nusselt number for different
values of source or sink parameter for fixed value
of and
-0.5 -0.2 0
 ) 1.6415255 1.6415255 1.6415255
 ) 1.0464375 0.8140616 0.6346527
Table 6. Results of skin friction coefficient
and the local Nusselt number for different
values of radiation parameter for fixed value of
and
0.1 0.3 0.5
 ) 1.6415255 1.6415255 1.6415255
 ) 0.7179904 1.0464375 1.2168020
Table 7. Results of skin friction coefficient
and the local Nusselt number for different
values of Prandtl number for fixed value of
and
6 8 10
 ) 1.6415255 1.6415255 1.6415255
 ) 0.8590428 0.9603716 1.0464375
V.CONCLUSION:
The effect of thermal radiation and hest transfer over
an unsteady two dimensional viscous, incompressible
fluid flow of an electrically conducting fluid on
continuous stretching surface embedded in a porous
medium has been investigated. Fluid is considered in
the influence of transverse magnetic field and heat
source or sink. Numerical solution for governing
equation has been obtained. Which allow the
computation of the flow and heat transfer
characteristic for various values of the magnetic
parameter, permeability parameter, unsteadiness
parameter, radiation parameter, heat source or sink
parameter and Prandtl number.
The main result of the paper can be summarized as
follow:-
(a) The velocity decreases with an increase in the
value of unsteadiness parameter,   permeability
parameter and magnetic parameter.
(b) The temperature increases with an increase in
the value of source and sink parameter
(c) The temperature decreases with an increase in
the value of unsteadiness parameter, Radiation
parameter and Prandtl number.
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VI. NOMENCLATURE
A – Unsteadiness parameter
– Positive constant,
– Local skin-friction coefficient,
– Specific heat due to constant pressure,
– Stream function,
– Permeability,
– Nusselt number,
Pr – Prandtl number
Q – Heat source or sink
– Radiation heat flux,
R – Thermal radiation parameter,
– Local Reynolds number
- Temperature of the fluid,
– Time,
– Surface temperature,
– Free stream temperature,
– Surface velocity,
– Fluid velocity in - direction,
– Fluid velocity in -direction,
– Cartesian co-ordinates along the surface and
normal to it, respectively.
– Mean absorption coefficient,
– Stretching rate,
– heat source or sink,
 – Similarity variable,
– Similarity temperature function,
 – Thermal conductivity,
– Dynamic viscosity of the fluid,
- Kinematic viscosity
– Density of fluid,
– Stefan-Boltzman constant,
 - Stream function
Subscripts
– Surface conditions
– Conditions far away from the surface
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